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RECEIVED SEP 2 8 '963
Jupe 181 1963: The h* AP.i riailia-S 
Ought to be here just about toy day 
now, a*id in the • ta iti t I can waile 
away the waiting by co j eating on the 
Post-16 and. Pre-17 mgs, as follows:

HALF LITE — Stto Woolstoa. Once again 
Stan manages to save his neck (and. 
his kentership) with a last-minute 
contribution. Looks like he’s aiming 
to be the Elmer Perdu of S’aPA. (Just 
kidding, Stan...) Be your thoughts 
After Beading Books: One of the 
greatest obstacles in human communi
cation is the difficulty most people 
have in recognising the difference 
between "Tact” and "Opinion" as they 
pertain to ’’Truth”. Both fact and 
opinion (which is a subjective evalua
tion of fact) is called »truth”. For 
instance, it is a generally agreed- 
upon "truth" that murder is bad. Yet, 
actually, this is to opinion, bur de r 
may be a fact - but whether it is 
good, bad, or indifferent depends on 
a subjective evaluation; which evalu
ation must, of necessity, be an opin
ion. So when you speak of the dif
ficulty of assessing "slanted” news, 
■OU are entirely right, ^ost report
ing is done on the basis of opinions 
•e gar ding events, rather than on the 

*•618 of the facts of the events.

Which is, of course, one reason 
why there is so much emotional 

turmoil in the world today. Emotional evaluations of the same events are clashing 
all over this nation: happenings that seem "good" to one, are extremely "bad” in 
the Opinion of somebody else — which is bad enough among just ordi:.iary citizens, but 
immeasurably worse when it occurs among the so-called "molders of public opinion”, 
ky goodness, if newspapers tock to reporting bare facts with no slanting at all, 
most people wouldn’t know WHAT they were supposed to think, kost of the news would 
be ueuningless without the opinions of the "Commentator” who tells us what they aig- 
aify in his opinion...and the same even can be evaluated so differently as to be en- 
tirtly unrecognizable. Take Huntley & Brinkley vs Dan Smoot — their broadcasts 
m- be mutually exclusive as to reporting, yet equally "true" as far as their conolu- 
sions are concerned. That being the case, the side with the more adhere nts usually 
wi-is out — riaich is why the Leftists fear the emerging Right-Wing Conservatives so 
much. For about 40 years the Leftists have been the ones to evaluate the "news" aid 
set the standards of political "truth" in this country. But now the Conservatives 
art speaking up to say they don’t agree with these opinions which are being peddled 
as fact. Be SIM - (Chortle) When somebody succeeds in teaching bulls to operate a 
zipper. I’ll begin to take ’em seriously...



June 21, 1963} ATSAADDBSFNS #2 • Most of Califandom, it set ma. Sounds like every- 
tody had. a good time — what else can.anyone say about a one-shot party! The trou
ble with one-shot parties is that they all have such a darn good time it makes the 
readers jealous just to read about it... I sigh, wistfully, at the hectic life it 
must be for Bjo to feed this continual influx of fans and friends, to say nothing 
of the energy required to keep a house in reasonable shape after being overrun re
currently by feckless fans breaking bottles of corflu all over the place and upset
ting furniture and no doubt trampling each other in the mad rush for steak and eggs 
or spa^ietti or whatever — to say nothing of informal duckings in the swimming pool. 
Gee! Wouldn’t it be nice to have a private swimming pool to get dunked in! I’ll 
bet the Trimbles are sorry to leave so nice a spot... .Ah, to be full of youth and 
enthusiasm aad the warming, abundant vitality that draws friends like honey to a bee!

June 26, 1963x The 17th Mailing came today and, as usual, I’ve scanned it superfi
cially for a first impression. I'm somewhat shocked to see this demand for a "Ref
erendum" on disbanding the apa and turning over the funds to TAFF, F'r Gosh Sakes, 
WHY! We're doing all right for our size. An apa doesn't have to trip all over a 
Waiting List just to indicate an "interest" in the club, and considering our mime 
requirements are so low, it seems to.me the members are exhibiting a whdle’lotof 
interest in it when they consistently turn out such good-sized Mailings. Must be 
at least an average of 200 pages per... And I must say I don't like this othtr 
proposal, either — why should the members be compelled to publish according to 
someone elee's ideas! An apa exists primarily for the pleasure the individual mem
bers get out of it — and most of that pleasure comes from publishing what THBY 
want to publish. I go along with the idea that there should'be insistence on as-* 
high quality as the member is able to achieve, and that the material should fall 
within the limits of decency as defined by the Postal Authorities who trax.sport the 
mags. But when it comes to telling the members how many pages of what kind of mat
erial they must publish, that's going too far in the direction of "Big Brother Is 
Watching You"...matter, mutter. I'll have more to say on this subject in BAITBOX!

June 27, 1963: GABDYLOO #3 - Frank Wilimcsyk (Wil LIM sik! WillemCHBCK!) Actually, 
the timing was perfect on this Pre-Mailing, Frank. It arrived in the same Post 
with the Mailing Bundle. This is such a nice-looking mag that it's a pleasure to 
handle, I suppose the large amount of white space gives it that clean, uncluttered 
look — so different from the usual ditto'd mag. Encyclopedia-reading seems to be 
an esoteric taste deeply enjoyed by a few, but ignored by the many..as the Farmer 
said about the Dictionary, "It's an interesting book, but it changes the subject 
so often!" I do not use an encyclopedia for recent information because of the very 
thing you mention! the impossibility of getting really recent, up-to-date info. 
Whenever I want that, I use the library or, better yet, call up the Newspapers. 
They are (at least in Seattle) very helpful in digging up info from their reference 
files. They hp.ve a department especially for that service.. For instance, the other 
day I had occasion to refer to the recent scandal of a couple of years back when rad 
io Disk-Jockeys were receiving merchandise in return for favors.. I couldn't think 
of the word which was coined to cover that situation. Dictionaries wouldn't have 
it; neither would encyclopedias. But the Seattle PI Deference Library came up with 
"Payola" just like that.,I On the other hand. I like old, outmoded encyclopedias 
because of the freshness of the then-contemporary slant. For instance, I have a 
•st published in the eighteen-nineties and it reflects the Victorian bias in a way 
which is even more informative than the facts and figures presented. Evidently it 
never occurred to any of the writers than encyclopedias were supposed to be objec
tive. The biographies are often complete with moral judgements regarding the lives 
covered; and occasionally one runs across an article — such as religion — which 
is more enlightening as to the writer's state of mind than it is cf the philosophy 
under discussion. From the human interest angle, these old encyclopedias make fas
cinating reading... There is such a difference in perspective. Be the Fullbright 
article: Nice job of repro. But I must say I tun somewhat surprised to see that 
Fullbright is apparently echoing the John Birch Society slogan, namely;

"This is a Republic, not a Dsmocracy — let's keep it that way!"



TTW - Stan Woolston. Glad to Bee you make two mailings in a row hope 
- «...

. *_ v„ 4- c^pa a RAPa re the merits of the occasional fat ano. rare
’tiU Of ““ totne reguxar wu j eaneciallv if the scant few pages are mcs. Keeps the 

r^ten in olowr contact. to, improving to building op to -
a recular motor »ho bite every nailing with me, — even only with mtoc requirem«.- 
i. more valuable to an ape ton a nenber to ^aroaMn.tbe .....
former instance, everybody gets a little bit or e^ooo every >. ■
*•»*•*“ ^veto ^o^to^^X^^^ - -
X#! “l™i* * .gobo, in return intoby filing - 
^rn S^tond. torose interest

in the group and think it isn't "worth while .
T ,063. HATRED #1 - Richard Plzak ("Pluh-ZAK"? "PIL-zik" ?) I suppose plenty

th^other members will point out the juvenile implications
your choice of your first title, so I’ll pass over it and comment on your Has Big 
Brother Come and Gone” item. Early stf used to speculate along this Fstillremem- 

Some of Asimov’s early pulps were especially good, I thought. I still rem m- tor’onXto « “to a^nd to idea of a robot tot refused to bo dismantled ton 
th. aliens prepared to leave ttolr mining operations on this PltoJ-“J ‘"Sv- 
¥n oTA»ta ita own "earden of Eden" and breed a race of companions for itself. 2®^ «tore uto tSXS, Stough I can't re«llttolrnato... took perhaps

uLed Bombers? after all, one can expect to neos to improve with each mailing, but 
poor work from an experienced fan leaves little to entice one to remain., t, 
face it — “what goes up, must come down" is an adage true in fanac as well as in 
the law of gravity. There has to be a place for fans on the downgrade as well as tore « ttftotog - and perhaps a place like N'APA Is as good a mooting-ground 

as any...
ABOLITIONIST #1 - Phil Roberts. Your old Economics teacher was right, Phil ---• and 
1*11 be hoping for something better In the next mailing, when you will have had m 
opportunity to take a second look at what you are writing. The old adage about 
"haste makes easte" is never so well demonstrated as when an inexperienced writer 
tries to fill up space with "on-stencil" chatter.

GOOP #1 * Dian Girard. Inasmuch as I’m the one who’s been yakking about getting 
Dian into N’APA, I suppose I really shouldn’t feel so let down by this... After 
all, it's better than nothing — I suppose — and it does show what a pleasant 
addition to our membership she would be if we could get her as a member. Ohly, I 
can't help being a bit disappointed that SAPS gets her best efforts and to get only 
the leavings... (Still, Fred is a Ghood Bhoy to get this much for us. J

CURSED #2 - Len Bailes and Arnold Katz. Congratulations on being appointed head of 
the CorBu, Arnold. This is one of the key positions in N3F. If it is consolenthue- 
ly administered, it can mean a happy and prosperous period for N3F; but an o*er- 
excess of enthusiasm combined with a lack of tact has often thrown the poor old 
"dying monster" into a tizzy in the past... Good luck on the Job, and take it e sy 
on the broom-swinging until you’ve had a chance to know your way aromdfee — 
All of which, of course, has nothing to do with your mag (but at least it is bet ter 
than just a "Noted".) The contents didn't spark any comment, and there s no poiat 
in criticizing the repro when it is obvious you are doing your best. Better luck 
next time — maybe by then I'll find something to gripe about.



HIPPICALORIC POUR w led Johnstone. Well, hooray for you! Let's hope it happens 
again and again' (Sigh...I, too. sold a story once..) Re your query as to Sears- 
Roebuck's impact on South America: as I recall the documentary I saw cn TV, they 
created the middle-class by, as you put it, "multiplying the income of the poor . 
They advanced credit to small manufacturers to enable them to set up factories to 
manufacture the goods they let out contracts for; actually it amounted to setting 
up numerous small businesses and then buying the output. But the payrolls stimu- 
laced buying, thus creating consumers for the merchandise manufactured, what eiiecc, 
if any, this circular process had on the very rich, I do not know. But it did lift 
huge segments of the.nreviously "hopelessly poor" into middle-class status even to 
the point of relative*affluence. Being no economist, I can't figure out how it worked, 
but obviously it did. Re seat belts: This seems to be a very hot issue, but to me 
somewhat on the order of the old. argument whether it would be better to build a hos
pital at the base of the cliff, or put a fence around the top. iiue, seat belts may 
help to minimize the damage and injury in an accident (and I certainly don t 
that point. In fact, I had them installed in our car even though it gives me shudders 
to use them — I seem to have an uncontrollable uneasiness lest I be trapped in a burn
ing auto or in a car that went off a bridge into deep water and I can't get the belt 
unbuckled — a feeling I recognize as irrational, but uncomfortable all the same./ 
But it seems to me that seat belts are a minor bandaid on the cancer of our highway 
casualty statistics. The real place to start cutting down on accidents would be at 
the automobile factories: present day automobiles are lethal weapons. They demand a 
perfection of reflexes and a concentration of attention to driving that is far beyond 
the majority of drivers. The combined potential of speed and power — to. say notnmg 
of the hypnotic effect of superhighways — is just too much for the ordinary, average 

riiiai to handle efficiently at all times and under all circumstances. Personally, 
I think it is time the manufacturers became a little more realistic in their approach 
to the consumer market, and started manufacturing cars to fit the driver's ability 
rather than to suit his vanity and egoboosting.

DUBHE #110 - Rd Baker. Far be it from me to argue with anybody about the niceties of 
Latin pronunciation. For all I know, it may have been changed several times since my 
Highschool days.. But what makes you so sure that the Rev. Michael de Angelis, CRM, 
Ph.D., has the last word on the subject? asn't there quite a furor in-British aca
demic circles just a few decades back on the subject of Latin pronunciation? Seems 
I recall it as one of the big points of controversy in "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" and other 
novels of the era.

July 16, 1963: FOOFARAW #8 - Fred Patten. Groucho's Fenneman, as I suppose you know, 
now has a show of his own called "Funny Funny Films''. To date, I've seen the first 2 
of them and though I didn't think they were as all-fired funny as he seems to think 
they are, it has occurred to me that this program is a wonderful opportunity for Home- 
Movie buffs like the Unicorn Productions. Certainly those I saw, "Genie" and "Mes
quite Kid", were a heck of a lot better than anything presented to date by Fenneman. 
Ir. fact, one thing that appeals to me about this program is the hope that the next 
contestants may prove to be one of the LASFAS bunch... Re publishing credits: "Gee," 
says I plaintively, "do we have to have a change in the by-laws every time somebody 
chinks v.p a new wrinkle for N'APA?" Actually, the Constitution says nothing at all 
about page credits — the only thing it says on the subject at all is the statement 
of Minac requirements, namely: "Bvery member of the Alliance shall be responsible for 
ohe publishing of a minimum of 6 pages of his own original material, in 46 substantial
ly identical copies, every two quarterly mailings." I can't see there is anything at 
all in the by-laws about "credits" for publishing — either one's own or material for 
someone else. That is a matter entirely up to the OB, and the only reason for bringing 
it up at all is to keep track of minac requirements. It doesn't say the member must 
publish it himself — just make sure it gets in the mailing. Therefore, inasmuch as 
the only point in page-count is to make sure that everybody does get his full six pages 
in, what difference does it make who gets credit for anything over and above this minac? 
ho matter how much one publishes for someone else, it doesn't count toward one's own 
minac, and y0U can't build up a backlog to tide over a spell of gafia.. So why bother?



wl&KAS #5 - id he skys. Lota and lots of goodies to Comment on this time, id. First, 
let me thank you for that graphic description of the Buddigor© picture-gallery scene, 
pae production I saw was very amateurish by comparison, but I enjoyed it immensely 
in spite of its sketchiness* Some of the patter was unintelligible because of the 
dated allusions and references to political matters long since gone by the board.,. 
That s one thing about G&S which makes full enjoyment difficult — one.has almost to 
be a student of late-Victorian mores and politics to comprehend the full subtlety. # 
Also, thanks for pointing out the tie-in between C.S.Lewis and Tolkien. I found

Zaxelan&a, and I’ve forgotten the name of
Poin^ absolute boredom and I never did finish the third volume.. I think I’ve still got it kicking around somewhere in my basement. Cur- 

? ^ading hl» "ic^tape Letters'1 (dedicated to J.H.B, Tolkien, incidentally)
1 , they are mch “ore readable than his novela. They are really just a series 

and for aX1 their Havor of fantasy and42al^in ’I11!*6 a depth of thinking. C.S.Lewis has been getting quite a bit of notice in the mundane review columns as a "science fiction writer” — much more so than 
Su Aaioov’ H® article reprinted in HFADBBs* T™? I? ? i^gasine Of The Arts" (Feb. ’63) on the subject of the probm*

13 ^ace... It was a symposium of opinions from four prominent people ' 
religion, etc. and. as far as I know, his was the

?08°a for »Prtnti (The others were aax Lerner. James h. Gavin, 
toreiS stf^^i^^ 1 TO ^W® considered C.S.Lewis’ writing as barely '
Scf fictile to we him so highly hailed fSr his «sci-

» possibly that is exactly why he IS so nailed — because, beinc es— S wlth faiM .ma ^rto®., K.X t.
;ha ??to take a watered-down variety of stf, not being able to bear

’twfX full-seale variety. #Jhanks for introducing new-member Anno Chatland’s
co”r- .&iak“8PMks"*«ufw«• 4

4a>Z»t£LfX ’ to” * cmtributl® in th.1, vary firs4 mlllngl
ejrd t^th^B^n B° J®®? notionally loaded side-issues involved with

issues UvS^iS 18 ^ossibl® to examine the real mora
which humanity wide-spread contamination elements on this planetSoblem^^X^^J0 1Ue‘ But 10 the United States we have another 
r SiZ! of contamination which has no such side-issues to becloud the moral valves

water-table by detergen^icX Xt £ nX 
areas are in serioS XX* » aref8 in th® thickly populated Fast Coast residential 
gallon because the tan wateZ h* a2XPXe8 they haT® to W drinking water by the 
cudsing and sudsingthat "keep on sudsing and deep underground X h«TL cowsereials put it. The water tables
as these cSmicals do nX"breXdXXfro£ tSitX^t^T ****' 804 lnasmuch 
the water. Ui th millions of i Xu * reatme nt, there is no way to decontaminate
ready dangerous situation daig^th? heinS added to this al-
government, which is so ready to stick itl f^S7 more acute — and the 
gained, seems strangely lath neCx ou? wiiere there are a few votes to berotes lost. Sure, S loXXTSX "X may be a few
to using soap again after being acSXed .they to go back
me. I have noticed that even here in Seaton convenience of detergents. But not 
source of water far above any possible JUV aUpp0®edly "P1^®” nountain-high
water occasionally stinks wtauj by ®round water — even here the
’oul. I know that my buying habit^wS’riakJ ^h^fF sometimes perfumed, sometimes 
but nevertheless, I am switching back to “? h difference in the final outcome, 
out at least I will not be guilty SXXX®’ 1 haVe to scrub a little harder, 
uess necessity that, once destroved F 80611 ahar° of contamination to a price-co thtek or Su 1 d“,‘ *>»
into our own destruction’ For ino+jm.. .u 3 “*adis©n Avenue iuadness push us 
Ui® bet®.. ^t^T 5
ire pushing their deadly product via tv * tU1 ciearette manufacturers
everywhere you look I The national scandal^f 80 d bil boards —
where - but still the AdwertiS 1C I mentioned else-
zaen it is already far beyond the hum u public is for more and faster power 

(♦also in thsTCATHoffi iB 81118



PIED TYPE #69 - Too Armistead. Congratulations on those poems, Tom — I thought they 
expressed real meaning — Or, at least, one of them did, Ko.l - Present. ou are 
right that we do waste our precious present moments all too often in longing for some 
fancied "other time* — past or future. But*vb# did you term your baseball * short - 
short" a satire? I saw nothing satirical in it. It was just an ironical ending 
(somewhat marred by that bit of affectation "..unto the ground") to a piece of good, 
straight descriptive writing. Chortle, that cartoon really expresses the frustration 
of futilityl However, I don't get the meaning of your remark "It was interesting to 
note that Harvey Forman was number 69. Sort of fitting* I suppose." Nhat is "fitting" 
about number 69 — does it have some esoteric meaning which is particularly applicable 
to Harvey? If so, what is it?

MARTIAH BY NAYS. - Vern Deves (stencilled and run off by OS Fred Patten so all credit 
for the excellence of layout, repro and general appearance * including the cover - 
must go to him. "Youse is a Ghood Bhoy, Fredl") This is one of.the weirdest review 
columns I think I've ever seen — it defies the imagination, you'd have to see it to 
believe it. For instance, Vern says the reviews are based on "..the usual system with 
ten high", but then he goes on to rate them without regard, apparently, to the "ten 
high" because he says The monster From Earth's End. BATING 4,. is "a very good book* 
whereas Donovan's Brain, BATING 6, is ",.a waste of time". •That kind of reviewing 
system is it that lists "a very good book" two points below ",«a waste of time"??? 
His expressed reason for liking or not liking a book are vague to the point of bewil
derment — for example, he says of The martian Chr^icles., (BATING 6) “I like this 
type of book for numerous reasons" — but never does tell us what those "numerous 
reasons* arel!! His review of the DeCamp/Pratt spoofings of the worlds of Faerie and 
Kublai Khan leaves me with the suspicion that Vern has never heard of Spenser or 
Coleridge., (it WAS Coleridge, wasn't it, that wrote "In Xanadu did Kublai Khan..etc"p 
As for the fanzines! Vern sees them with an eye that never touched a single thing 
that X can remember about the titles I recognized... what I mean, I'm looking forward 
with anticipation to Vern's toiling Comments. If they're anywhere as out-of-this-world 
as the reviews in NABTIAN BY WAYS, we'll surely have a new view of K»APA. (Chortle!)

FENRIS #4 & #5 - Dave Hulan. "In the first place," says Dave, "I am completely out of 
sympathy with the Homan Catholic Church on general principles. Besides disagreeing 
with it doctrinally, I disagree with its methods and its organization. For this rea
son, I am quite unwilling for my tax money to go in any way to support the teaching of 
Roman Catholicism. I am more than happy for the RCs to have to pay double for their 
schools; that’s the price they pay for insisting on the right to brainwash.their chil
dren from the beginning, and while I don't deny them this right I do say that if I 
have any say about it I'm not going to have my money used for that purpose. • ‘d0* 
because I object to teaching religion in the schools but because I object to the 
teaching of the Rosian Catholic religion at all." Here speaks the voice of religious 
bigotry* ae such, it is completely impervious to reason, justice, or Christian charity, 
^st surprisingly, it comes from Dave Hulan — an otherwise admirable fan and fellow- 
Neff er I Not that bigotry is so surprising — there are lots of bigots of one kind or 
another in fandom - but because Dave admits his bigotry so frankly. Such honesty is 
the unusual aspect, end it is so pert as to be refreshing. After all, not many fans 
care enough about their religion to be bigoted about it — much less admit their bigotry; 
Having been reared in non-Catholic Sunday-Schools myself, I can quite understand Dave's 
attitude. And if the teachings of the Catholic Church were what Dave thinks they are, 
the Catholics themselves would be the first to abjure them! Dave forgets — or per
haps he never stopped to realize — That a religion can be no greater than the mind 
and soul of the person who tries to practice it. a mall mind has a small religion; 
an ignorant, uneducated mind has an ignorant, uneducated religion. And no mattef how 
great a spiritual revelation may be made to a great soul, he cannot transfer the great
ness to a petty, narrowminded soul; In all the millions and millions of souls through 
whom Christianity — both Protestant and Catholic — has been transmitted for these 
2000 years since Christ was on earth, there have been all kinds; large and small, petty 
and great. The miracle is not that abuses and distortions have occasionally crept in — 
the miracle is rather that in spite of all these differences, the Truth came down to



(FENRIS, Cont’d) us with so little loss or distortion! # Be combining SFPaJ^th 
N’APA: Here I was getting set for a tig, long comment on the basis of We remarks in 
y4, when you turn around in #5 and tell us to ignore it... However, I might as well 
say that I see no reason why the seven members of SFPA should not each joinh 3* 
Individually and then continue to function as an apa within an apa — though T 
admit, I see no purpose in it. # Very good suggestion of yours to ask the mcLeans 
to join N’APA. I hope you’ve already done .so, but if you haven’t I think I will - 
in fact, I think I’ll do it right nqw'before I forget about it|
reply, if any.) ” \
July 17, 1963s RaCHE 11 — Bruce Pelz. I miss the apactivity chart, but you?,lengthy 
mailing comments are a pleasant compensation. When you want tp, you can do a very 
good dob. Too bad we haven’t had more of them, inasmuch as you do manage to put u 
very succinct point to matters which definitely need pointing out? For instate, I 
am^lad you said, "I think it pretentious for an APA of the small size and low quality 
of K«APA to try and ape the big APAs.” $4* is true in more ways than just having an 
annual Egoboo Poll. Egoboo Polls may be al^ very well for long-established apas like 
PAPA, where the yearly accumulation of material from its members is but a continuation 
of their previous activity for several years back, and the fluctuation of their posi
tion on the Poll is an indication of their relative activity cr inactivity during the 
year* But in a swiftly-changing group like N’APA, the Poll is meaningless. S'®®* 
may give a momentary glow to a member passing through but inasmuch as heslikelyto 
be gone by the time the next Poll tolls around, what does it prove? Nothing — merely 
that during the time he was a member in N’APA, he happened to be the one who was con
centrating the most on that particular category... In fact, winning a First 
itself is meaningless — inasmuch as there is no way to say ^ther he won 
he was the most gifted, or the only one who did it, orbecause that was the only thin6 
he did. But even more than in the affectation of an Agoboo Poll, I think it is fool
ish to attempt to set up a tjz for N’APA in imitation of SAPS’ * FAP4 s. In FAPA, for 
instance, the size of the Waiting List is matter both of smug satisfaction and of gen
uine concern. FAPA is well (and deservedly) known as the “Elephant1 a Graveyard of 
Fandom”, and fane quite rigitly consider it the goal and end of their publishing car
eer. Chances are I’d still be deadwooding there myself if I hadn’t been kicked out on 
a technicality, and it is very rarely that a fan who fades out of FAPA ever continues 
in fandom as an active publisher. But this is certainly not the case in N’ APA: Far 
from itl In N’APA, just the reverse Is true. N’APA frankly admits it is the begin
ning of the fan-publishing career for the majority of its members. Newcomers to fan- 
pubbing cut their teeth, so to speak, in N’APA. They do not expect to stay there in
definitely — in fact, they can’t afford to. Fannlsh prestige demands they go out to 
wider and more challenging endeavors as soon as they are able to hold their own in 
general fandom. Those of us in N’APA who have already made our name in publishing 
can afford to stick around. We — Kaymar and Higgs and Woolston and others like my
self — have already established ourselves as far as we’re likely to in fandom. We, 
therefore, can relax and do as much (or as little) as we like without worrying about 
what effect it is having on our "prestige". (Which attitude might* in time, im
bue N’APA with an "Elephant’s Best Home & Kindergarten" sort of flavor, if we over
do it!) But, considering these facts, what need does N’APA have to worry about a 
lack of Waiting Listers! None at all — in fact, the quicker the neos get in, the 
sooner they can start their fanning. We aalntain an average of about 30 members — 
the arbitrary maximum of 40, merely insures that there will be no waiting period to 
dampen the newcomer’s enthusiasm. Another thing, why imitate the other apas by set
ting up specifications as to what the members must discuss? W try and limit them 
to stf or fantasy at this stage? The main thing they’re interested in at this point 
is a medium of self-expression wherein they can Iparn to communicate their thoughts 
and feelings, and find others like themselves... If they can do this best by describ
ing their stamp collection, or the Boy Scouts — so what? They’ll switch over to stf 
soon enough when they reach genfandom — and in the meantime, we get acquainted. In 
time to come, we perhaps may even chuckle, "I knew him when.." (Tx for GImBLE, THE 
Z7D, & the COVENTRAwlAN GAZETTE #1. Appreciated, but sorry, no comment sparked.)



June 28, 1963
Dear Mrs. Carr,

The Jun N'APa mlg has just arrived and I was enjoying 
Gazil® when a thought struck me at 7.2 mi/sec. Sealing under 
the impact. I realized I’d neglected dropping you a Card. So 
here it is. First. I want to thank you for sending me a copy of 

Christmas, 1962.
(GMC: You’re very welcome —- I’m only sorry it didn’t agri ver earlier.) 

Second, I want to correct an error in GEMZINE 4/35. Uy N'APA membership lapsed 
with the 11th Hg, Deo. *61. not the 10th hag, Sep *61. I haven’t bothered digging 
out past N’aPA Yaps to check any of the others. I wouldn’t have put Sonoma #7 in the 
Dee • 61 Mlg except that I w^sn* t sure that I would be separated from the service in 
January. I was planning on dropping as soon as I got out of the service. Now I’m 
evilly wondering what you’ll make of this card.

(GMC: Thanks for the correction. i hope 
ALL MEMOERS WILL CORRECT THEIR LISTS ACCOR0-

Best, 
/s/ Norm (Metcalf) 
P.O. Box 336

INCLY. If that’s the only mistake on the 
roster. I’ll de lucky. That was a dillv or

Berkeley 1, Calif.

A JOO TO DIG UP AND CORRELATE.)

July 16, 1963

Dear Miss Carr:

I have owed you this since I received GEMZINE 4/35, but all I could have said 
at that time was that "I don't get it" and that isn't too complimentary. However, 
things have changed. of the higher-grade zines I have read (except CHY, for 
acme reason) have been slightly over my head. Among other things, I would need to 
have several back N’AFA mailings to get more continuity, and I don't want them 
much either.

Your ideas about the Peace Corps are slightly pessimistic, to say the least. 
The reception we've had in countries visited speaks for itself, I should think.

(GMC: What reception have we had — do you know? I don’t — all I 

HAVE TO GO GN ARE THE HEAVILY PRO-SLANTED PROPAGANDA ISSUES FROM 
Official press releases, plus occasional hastily suppressed stories 
FROM DISGRUNTLED RETURNEES AS PUBLISHED IN THE MORE OUTSPOKEN ”R|GHT 
Wing" papers. Possidly it is too early to tell, anyway.)



(Nate Hicklin, Oont’d)
Usually I wouldn’t advocate quantity ever quality, but the highly trained mis

sionaries haven’t been stepped either* The only thing that could really destroy the 
Peace Corps’ reputation — by being a good deal more bitter and apathetic — would 
be a draft. It’s helped the Amy, but the Army isn’t like the Peace Corps — it 
hasn’t done half as much constructive work* for one thing* Check the figures and 
tell ne if I’n wrong — I've been right so far and my head is getting ne slightly 
overweight* Despite appearances, if I’n wrong you nay have another convert!

Rebell iously,
(GMC: You’ve lost ms somewhere along 

the line — I can’t foluow your line 
of reasoning* What figures should I 
CHECK AND FOR WHAT SHOULD I CHECK THEM?

/•/ Nate B(ucklin)
P.O. Box 4
Dockton, Wash. 98018

What connection has the Army with the Peace Corps? 
I’m afraid we’re talking at cross purposes...)

Ally 19, 1963
F

Dear Gem,

I received a copy of GaiZlNE 4:36 in the nail today. It had "won’t you 
join us" checked. Gee, Gem, I knew CURSED’s repro was bad - but not THAT bad! I 
think of me as a N’APAn, and I wish you would, too...

Pannishly,
/s/ Arnold Eats

98 Patten Blvd.,
New Hyde Park, N.Y.

July 24, 1963

Dear Gem,

many thanks for GEMZINE which I enjoyed immensely; though I did also receive 
it in the N’APA mailing. This extra copy did bring me to give it a much more interns** 
reading.

(GMC: Well, at least the extra copy wasn’t altogether wasted. But 
I GUESS THAT’S what I GET FOR NOT CHECKING THE N’APA ROSTER DEFORE 

SENDING SAMPLE copies TO THE NEWLY-JOINED MENDERS LISTED IN TNFF. 
Looks like somebody else beat me to the draw with doth you and Arnold.)

allowed to stay on the roster long, due to ABOLITIONIST.
* TIGHTI“ there was a mention of fan censorship.

been. It was done with complete freedom (which did 
mold); barely literate text and a few fairly good cartoons 

fred PaU®n» knowing the quality strived for in the apa, I would have 
Jecauae of the paranoic text; the his objection w^s with the Cartoons, 
la more offense in poor writing or quality (even in ny own fast-hacked 

stuff) than in the word f---- , even if it’s printed with ’ — *the REALIST’S brave ’uck’.
(GMC; You’ll probably get chewed out a bit 

WHERE YOU DESERVED I Tf OUT 1 DOUBT YOU’LL BE 

dropped off THE roster. Especially not if-you 
SEE YOUR ERROR AND DON’T 00 IT AGAIN.)

/s/ Phil (Roberts)
283 Hoopingarner Road
23 #L, Bmnsoh, Eich.. .



Dear Oca, 25 July 1963

Thaaka for Gt as ins and 1 note ; our query about an inexpensive mimeo that 
does good work. Have you considered a Toner? Ou page 869 of the current fall & 
winUr Sears oatalog you’ll find y3G5926H, a self-inking mimeo that does excellent 
work. The price is reasonable—$72.95 plus shipping charges and tax, of course* 
This is the same type of machine that we have and we’re very happy with it. It does 
excellent black Ink work and with additional ink pads plus a bit of pliofilm or foil 
it does excellent color work. The only drawback, if you can consider it a drawback, 
is that one cannot use regular mimeo ink in it. we know from experience that it gums 
up the machine. It requires Sears’ special ink for closed drum machines (catalog 
i’3G3928 at $1.15 per pound or it’s vari-cdor equivalent ’’Kentrol-Jlo”. I should 
think they are one and the same since the Tower is actually a Vari-color machine, 
The advantage to tais special ink is that it Jells when not in use so there is ml,<>5— 
mum mess, Je run off Dynatron, put toe machine up for a couple of months and when 
we’re ready to do the next isuue a couple of turns of toe handle liquifies the ink 

rolJiud:» It’s a fine machine, inexpensive when compared with the
6004 *J<* " it Uto.Job of reproduction although it takes

(GMCj Thanks, Roy — I would never have 
KNEW NOTHING ABOUT THE BRAND THEY CARRY,

Happy fanning. 
Boy (Tackett

915 Green Valley Bead aJ
Albuquerque, 87107

thought of Sears because I 
I see they also have an

ELECTRIC MODEL, WORTH LOOKING INTO — THANKS FOR A GOOD SUGGESTION*)

*ug. 2, 1963

Dear G,h»

really looking 
we’re all out of 
so small that I

I’v» ?d nlei^scope for to put a window in the boat - so
J? ioTerly stencils, boo hoo.)

Soon as we get the scope fixed (ha ha) I’ll send you sons. - 
like some Just drop • sard - I’d love to have you use some Meantime, if you’d still 

of my work.
Hope we can Join one of these days*

Pat
(GMC: Well, I’M glad I found a spot to use your 
justice! I feel guilty to have held it 60 LOHG I

ILLO
N MY

SHORT-RUN GZS I*V£ BEEN DOING HARDLY SEEMED WORTHY OF 
on TIGHTBEAM ,X21, there will be 4qa copies instead of 

Dear GeM,

(aiacLean)
TWAT WILL 00 IT 
BACKLOG, BUT THE 
IT. This way, 
A MEASLY 75 OR 100.)

out of inviting us to Join the B’APa. I’d get a kick

am.d out. Hop. to “4 “WoW-
havo to wit Sa toTi^r^t. * Ii,Mae ttU M A'll «•»

<»«’ H..... ^r&T^oonee.



B Al TBOX
There seems to be building up among 

some elements of N’APA a weird sort of 
Death-wish which is determined on de st: 
us. As far hack as the 15th Mailing wi 
Jack Harness’ full page of denouncements as 
to the uselessness of N’aPa (Six Pages In 
Search Of A Title). Then in the 16th Mail
ing, this is followed up with more deroga
tions, such as, for instance, Gary Liebowitz 
having the gall to put in his CANTICLE #2, 
” • • the slowly dying N* APA" —— when he just 
was joining the club, f’r gosh sakes! He 
obviously couldn’t know a thing about the 
apa from first hand knowledge when that was 
his first mailing as a member! Now, in this 
mailing, we have Bruce Pelz’ apparently deadpan 
demand that wo take a vote as to whether or not 
we should drop the apa altogether! This kind 
of ill-wishing reminds me of the old saying, 
"I can take care of my enemies myself, but 
God save me from my friends!”

Not that such a vote would mean anything, even if a majority voted in favor of 
it. This apa is an N3F activity under the direction of the N3F Directorate, and it 
is up to the Directorate to decide whether or not it should be disbanded — not up 
to any so-called "Demand For Referendum” to decide. That is a piece of presumptuous- 
ness that I am astonished the OB even permitted to be circulated privately, much less 
actually put it in the 00.

But I am getting sligjhtly irked at these repeated slams at a nice, healthy little 
apa that does not deserve them. N’APA is in a very healthy condition for a group that 
is so comparatively young among apas. I doubt very much that a Mail ing-by—Mailing com
parison of the first 17 Mailings of SAPS and PAPA would stand up so well — much less 
some of smaller groups such as OMPA. as is clearly shown by the following breakdown, 
N’APA has averaged well over 200 pages per mailing ever since the beginning (238 pages, 
in fact); has averaged 32 members, with over 25 different titles in each Mailing... 
that is the average. In the 17th Mailing we had 33 members, 22 titles, and 258 pages 
already., with prospect of postmailings to come, tfhat’s "dying” about that?

C-’bye for now •• sea you in th* Mailing? CMCaTr, 5319 Ballard NW, Seattle 7, Wash.)

Hg. #1, June 1959: Terwiileger, OE 16 Members, 14 Titles, 109 Pages
#2, Sept 1959: 26 it 20 ii 183 n

ii #3, Dec 1959: 29 n 24 « 166 it

n #4, Mar I960: 34 n 32 « 322 n
w #5, June i960: Dietz, OS (2 epou-)42 ti 37 n 292 w
it #6, Sept 1960: (1 SOS )40 n 23 n 263 tt

it #7, Dec 1960: (1 " )38 ft 20 » 210 it

n #8, Maj? 1961: (1 ” )38 M 24 w 194 it

it #9, June 1961: Harness, OE (1 ” ) 34 fl 25 it 274 it

ii 10, Sept 1961s 36 W 29 « 255 «
n 11, Dec 1961: 36 » 27 ii 206 it
n 12, ter 1962: Lichtman, OE: 34 n 30 a 285 tt
n 13, June 1962: 30 n 30 n 368 n
it 14, Sept 1962: 32 w 28 ii 230 n
n 15, Dec .19621 32 n 21 ii 152 it
n 16* Mar 1963: Patten, OE: 29 if 25 it 275 it
ii IV. June 1963: 33 » 22 H 258 ” (plus PMs)
(Ooops! *ertd or page , end of mag. Nith a 1riGHTBEAM to pub, this is all I’ve time for.



MIEBOX CONTIiKJjJp — 
please staple this te G3 4>37.

(Non and iz—Nefferp, pleas© 
disregard the following unless 
you happen to be interested in 
behiad-the-secn&s N3T matters.)

It gU m a Wt^7 4,1011 18
o i*g up a couple of points in connection with IB,

It is notfair °f writing, there is still ne editor for ® #22.
fair to the I^xy 5 fWt this* 81x4 11 ia not
find someone who will do it ind W <o *°« around every time to
TB editors that no schedule*is set nr J fair *° eithe*’ membership or the 
It seems to me that we here in in^Msltl^ to e^ect’

- a .ou _ 2*

a® “ letteK01 f8r “W- » 1-
sooethljg to «ay: TCThaaa tn .J J -“to’t tbi membership at large whoa they haveart«,, or X> 0^1bl? o? y 01“1’ about cl“
not supposed to ba a plane where f^”2'JLlgel^io  ̂ ?ut 11 18
or engage in lierurely discussions S . g * ^°S L0Cs oa the Previous 25, 
It is an entirely dlffarant kiiH n-r -p * oP thing is what we do in N'A?A»treaaur, or t0 ke J °ttT’ “V* 18 Mt falr ‘° «“ <*<*
trial. Oh, , 1 J kuoX ’Ji ” .th° Pag8‘ Of TB ’lth *“• Had Of mt-
apas so much fun. toy lqc over res mg t0 But that ig makes
W policy - really doean-t belong ifb^ U aU’’J“!t "

that were crowded out of*iB’for8laStof^om "'’t” °f apa-type letters
literally, because some of then SreX’on^^ OTOTaBa 1* «“»» 
• OU can see, these ore written b’f naturalstencil and the pages numbered] As 
instinctively as a fjLah S * ° ao^^s as
they areuJt here already (if thev aren’t b”- mw? • v 1 ^P60* the only reason 
them, iiost people think cf N’apa in *< J! 1)feOause *t aerer occurred toonly pari of it! The real cLm of an Sa if •• ^t that is

itr for discussion, for argument, for exchau^e of the oppcrtun-7^ ~ but it doesn't xnatteTwho hfr^^
e equipment, just so the comae..its are pubbed.

-4 Sa^1^*' ’ orient bet™^ writers
..Wl if the- iadX w^TJ^iL SJ’0' 1B f ’,0”la e^8” —t«r^lp ln 

as there are ne^ s combats published. Probablv just fsthiug t. putjix: raro io^
in short, everything needed to'publish a energy, enthusiasm —
perebioa, e0Ble have filled up pLes with tWr^^ g°°d mtcrial* des-
Bultsl They don’t pub crud?;l.r^-s on rmmzt a prattling — with deplorable re—erial to publish. Io I t^t^ L'LT" ?67 -t-
activit-: to get the meS witWuSrf but^oT^ V"* * a6W klM Of NSF 
are Plv-tr- to toy but no d^,, to n ‘ B"”‘'r8 *»



(Mike Shupp, Verona, Ohio - exerpts from letter to TB #21)

5* ■ ‘

Beatty Sephton: Despite your knowledge of logic, I wonder Just how well you 
actually use it. It looks like you’d rather point at and psychoanalyse the member
ship letter from the club officers, rather than think about it. Prom reading TB it 
should be ovdious that there are members who wish to impeach Al Lewis from the Dir
ectorate.

But as the letter said, an impeachment vote, successful or not, is damaging to a 
Keffer's character — and to the club in general. After all, read your history book. 
The attempted, impeachment of President Johnson rates as one of the most shameful as— 
pects of American history, right up there with the scandal and corruption of the 
Grant Administration. Even though Johnson was only brought to trial in the Senate, 
and not impeached.

But as a member of the KFFP, this petition does have a bearing on your life as a fan. 
After all, what is genfandom going to think of a club that impeaches a Director? But 
also. Just what type of investigation do you want? Bhat has Lewis done that needs 
investigating? Served ably en the Directorate, and been editor of WF and compiled 
and pubbed the Inflex; To The Science fiction Magazines, 1961 and 1962. This needs 
investigation?

Iteve Locke: funny, but I always thought of myself as a neo, till I’d been in fangdom 
for a year or so. And it didn’t bother me, what little info I’d picked up before 
joining had referred to anyone Joining fandom, new to it, and so on, as a •’neo". But 
this point you brought up has bothered me.

And how in hell would you like to dig through over a year and a half of accumulated 
correspondence to see if you were referred to as a neo or as a new fan...

Well, good luck with this pre-campaign campaigning. I can see me trying it — elder 
fan Shupp sitting at his typer in 2013 typing his 300th letter to TB, never elected 
yet, but still game...

<?ell there’s the tape bureau. Of course, perhaps N’APa (and whatever happened to 
calling it NEAPA?) need not worry, just as long there will be orwiapana.

I've missed a few issues, but in the past year, the only really memorable item I’ve 
seen in GALAXY was Vance’s THE DMGOU MASTEBS. Aad that was August of 1962.

Everyone seems to be praising Seth Johnson, so I might as well try to 
make it unanimous* Besides his fanzine Clearing House, he puts a great deal of time 
and effort into the round robins — which is a damn sight harder than it looks. I’ve 
tried, to start a few: one flopped, and it was entirely my fault, I admit; The other 
one just vanished into the mails and never did coze .back for some reason. Any one that 
can successfully start over a hundred robins deserves everybody’s praise. And the 
’obins are important. It took me about a year to start writing for fmz and I wouldn’t 

have been ready then if I hadn’t have been in enough robins to learn about keeping my 
sentences straight, and extrapolating.

PH. Lamont; Congratulations and welcome to fandom.

-2£.Qtt Kutina: Let’s see now. I have six issues of the new large format AMLOG. During 
that time there have been five articles, two serials, thirteen novelettes and short 
novels, and twelve short stories. Aad I’ve yet to see owr J didn’t like.



SS“n? tf’lXitSe1”^ T’V’F of 14 *• 6004 ",a4ia« ,ro" tho 
of itC ^’^d“ ’ 01 •“11U” “4 r"84' * ““

rath« 044 "« one hasof Alaska. b^3 out in 18 ”ri98! Se“tor ai«

got'lnto“tte l^arte? 1? T“ Pa‘«l. and Captain Video and
«d ^ tecond ote rf tte ™ Cl"iB,• Sir And Stars
I must have created a ^v1 W&S Un old at 1:116 time. and

SFl jt/te^botte^V^J'^ *• ^er nyself and to have to.

After all. wbat la the point la doing “aXng If you^^fm/17 fm-

(tf teTitro1!^^ -. ™ other ..a fen

u: j'rwritten two, in ^^^0^! * B°nthS’ ^a8 you have already'

looki^* mF^joJi^ iw"ln fando”? i,m stiu

S* Fs V s
born babies are not given a Job. a plSe’i^uS L

profoundly gSof^to^te’p^io^ho^v^'for’? r6*”“tio11 “• a service, and I aa 
and to all the many people ^?LvZ heXZd 2 JT yT® kept the club 
random I have written to, down to the ne os. fandom "hich ha® be®n everyone in

Bureau,*Stcr^Snt^t.OtS«^tt^Bir^ latest EW. Kfelcomittae, Tape
Follow-Up and. Information and Overseas Bureaus Coll6°tor!s Bureaus,
So you are definitely mistaken. Bureaus. With the ^SS Bureau, that makes ten.

•: ct- the R3u''0 r—> "•OAPIOLr OUTGREW H. »X.7»W L *M’ " P"’,’"T A"T S’1™' “"IC"

t-e «J0» AtHie,^TS3Ls":’A::^ *,ow *=»F

*£££ -* -**••■, Otetent. from otters for readr
•you EiEht try ItetenS anT^S! S’*? ?U fr<“ «—<»-«. After X 
go to the library, and atttl tte cloL ti?1^,”’1810' 01 passi”e UP 1»U. gates to 
demand that the library and the aroh«0+Cal1 y°u a nut’ But 3X0 you S°in€ to you could use on sute^sX^s0™^!^! ‘"’T’” . iE^; «“ ^int. 
‘lotions, and reason win not work on tten^* dbelr ow preconceived

(End. of Mke Shupp eacerpt)



• lAXtrpJ^ Xr^ 3825 -♦.■'-160th St., Cleveland,-0. 44111)
Oh, woe is me. What "burdens modern science puts vwon the backs of science fic

tion fans. X am, of course, referring to the ghastly truth about Venus and mars. 
Now, Venus really isn’t too bad. a blow, though we really didn’t expect it to be all 
of 600° or more in temperature; but liars! liars with an atmosphere of reddish-brown 
nitric oxide, Ara the sands of liars red, or are they white, yellow, or even sands 
at all? How can we describe the sky? Alma Hill has suggested that it is pink, but 
this, of course, cannot be. If the atmosphere were entirely colorless, the sky would 
be a dark purple or blue as it looks from high la Earth’s atmosphere, Uould red and 

wrown superimposed on this make the sky purple, violet, magenta, or whatT and thia 
applies only to sky as ours would be blue. Would visibility be low and distant objects 
obscured by red haze? Or would native Martians not see the red color at all as humans 
cannot see the infra-red? I don’t know, but does anyone have any ideas on the subject?

No doubt Burroughs Bibliophiles will make the excuse that John Carter lived in e. 
parallel universe where Mars has a real oxygen atmosphere and is inhabited. Jell, it's 
a good excuse.... And incidentally, ACE will do no more of TARZAN or BaRSOOM series 
than already, but will print everything else by Burroughs. BaLLANTINS will do all 
TARZAN & BARSOOM but ne mere than that.

081 conventional horror film has been due for quite some time, and 
while THE RAVEN wasn’t as good as it could have been, the idea is good.

This reminds me of something. Why does anyone like this season’s TWILIGHT ZONE? 
There were only about 4 good shows out of all of them, most seem like lengthened half
hour productions. None of the better stf writers contribute to the program; the only 
writer you can expect good stuff from is Serling himself. Bind anything entertaining 
about some guy peering into a doll house every day and winding up there himself. Or 
about the peculiar fellow who designs toys and has some odd adventure with a group of 
Little kids that makes no sense. Or that corny witch-werewolf story.... TWILIGHT 
uONE is capable of better things. You were wondering why people sneer when they the 
word science fiction? I think I’ll go back to FLASH GORDON, if you please.

Heroes are necessarily from good books, but good books can have no 
good heroes among their characters. Generally a good hero must have two qualities: 
te must be heroic (I.E., an extraordinarily capable man with an indomitable will who 
conquers his foes right and left and cases out on top in the end) and he must be mem
orable (i.e. have a unique personality with which one can empathize end which ms 
^members.

Now Heinlein’s characters are always memorable, but hardly ever heroic. Thus the 
oest of books won’t have heroes worth a damn. The hero who wins by stumbling around 
‘.sn’t heroic at all, but you like him so much you forget that. The books with the 
supermen are often Just the opposite. Heroic deeds but stereotyped characters. In 
act, many heroes have personalities so close to those of the stereotypes that they are 
thought of as stereotyped heroes while they are not. It is often only after many sto- 

r.’les have been written that the little differences that make these heroes what they 
are become evident, and that is why ths series are so much more represented than the 
Tingle novels on the Heroes’ Poll. It takes either brilliant writing or long acquain
tance to separate a true hero from a stereotype in the reader's mind. (Incidentally, 
Jie list of heroes should run to 20 or 25 to include all the good ones.)

I’ll give a little encouragement to anyone who cannot think of any more villains 
besides Gharlane, Fu Manchu. and Marc DuQuesne. Has anyone read J.f. Campbell’s short 
story WHO GOES THERE? Lovecraft and company have thought up a few good ogres. In 
FOUNDATION & EMPIRE the Mule was a pretty tough opponent. Aad from van Vogt's VOYaGE 

THE SPACE BEAGLE you might be able to pick out a good BEM or two. Use the noggin, 
fellas, there should be plenty more. (end Fergus exerpt.)



(Excerpt from Phil Roberts, BI#1, Benson,*£•*££* J? &\y over- 
I. it more heroi? to conquer, or S ?rom a cS ^cident?
come fear? a child sho takes his first step after being cripple a iro 
Big Hairy Deal who clobbers some Dirty Jap all r ‘d just Before the attack
sets up the cylinders and gets the space ship off the ground just nerore w 
of Swamp, the Belching ^®t^t There is the Belching’toaster,
performing of the technical skill. Tomin Christ . the only true hero.Ua. The only hero I can think of right now isand 
And whether he i. a st^hero l»a 
aeount of SlS.'. ™ * Bevelatlo^
readers: What

(Ed .Note:
Usually 
hesiTATE

Sorry to break in here, out I have to admit to a quandary. 
I CAN SPOT A TYPO AS QUICKLY AS THE NEXT FELLOW, ANO I 00 NOT 

But when I am in doubt as to the

PUN OVER 
ledge I),

TO CORRECT OBVIOUS ERRORS.
WRITER’S MEANING (FOR ALL I KNOW, HE MAY BE PERPETRATING AN ESOTERIC 

ee.o, on ««..!« to .now «. score or 7™°
I PREFER TO PASS THE BUCK WITH AN EDITORIAL (S|CJ. No 

CALL ATTENTION TO A MISSPELLING OR MAKE SARCASTIC POINT OF SOME BLUNDER, 
BUT MErLy AS ADMISS.ON OF MY OWN INABILITY TO READ THE WRITER S ME N- 

|NG AT THIS POINT. HOWEVER, IN THE NEXT PARAGRAPH, I MNOT EVEN 007N 
THAT — JUST PRINTING IT VERBATIM AND LETTING YOU FIGURE OUT WHAT HE

As a Christian. I am forced to BELIEVE it. yet if I may be so frank a freethinker, 
it seems to be the delerious whiting of a mad, insanely sadistic mind, which so 
agrivates the resdonsive chords of my thingss of pacifism, as to lead me to ask the 
reactions of fellow fans to it. It’s a deep reading, but fantsitic after the half
way-marie. Game?

Democracy simply means "rule by the people," so why is it that the be
the people can come with one man’s lone existence on an island? This would truly be 
an autocracyl It would also be anarchy and/or monarchy, depending on your perspec
tive. I can plainly see your point, but your terms are a bit confused, Gil. Yo 
probably mean that the only possibility of true freedom (common word) is possible 
this way. Bat what a sacrifice for an ideal’.

The Eastern Orthodox Catholic Church is a state run propaganda machine in Hungary, 
and most other Communist countries, just as the Homan Catholic Church was in Nazi 
Germany; and last year’s revelations of Communist infiltrations into this country • 
protestant churches was no great shock, not really. Am I a blasphemer for noti g 
this? I don’t think so. (Bead W New Order" a collection of Adolph Hitler s 
speeches, available in any good local or school library; makes constant references t 
the state support of the RC, and shows the developement of the strict control.;
SCOTT KUTINA: I guess that such great fanzines as XERO and COmIC ART have proven 
comix fans to be more than doddering idiots on the edge of their small msntax ledgB 
lust as I hope SkWGE and HOOKAH and SPOOF and (with hopeful prayer) lattei I sic) 
issues of JACK HIGH removed this aura from satire fandom. There is no set way to 
enter fandom, and there shouldn’t be a condemnation of any prelude r 
minds, including my own, are constantly changing. Yesterday I read 
DONALD DUCK COLICS, ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN, and FATE...today I^avidly read 
PLAYBOY, ESALIST, ESQUIES, NSW REPUBLIC, -ATLANTIC MONTHLY, and THE REPORTER.

On fan recruiting of the outside world; An Aunt of mine who was written to by a 
*11^ fan is w convinced that the N3F is a Communist 
said fan is a 40 year old man (rather than his true age of 16 
of a little boy to pervert young writers’ minds to help forward the internal Com 
munist menace; that 1 am a Coimunist, and that fanspeak is a Communistic menace to 
pervert the English language — which is #2 on the Communist program. This is no 
satire or exaggeration, and I swear itl is also a member of the John Birch Soc



(end of Phil Roberts' exerpt).

Now, in the next two letters, I want to show you another bad feature of loading 
a TIGHTBEAM editor with overlong letters which he/she is forced to "cut" in order to 
squeeze as many replies as possible into TB and yet stay within — or nearly within"”* 
the budget. If you will look in TIGHTBEam #21 you will see, on the bottom of page 15, 
a paragraph of what purports to be a letter from James JaacLean. also, on page 19, a 
paragraph from Phil Kohn of Israel. But take a look at the letters these men really 
sent to TB and you will see what got left outl It is not fair to anybody — neither 
the men who wrote the letters, nor the poor editors who spent sleepless nights trying 
to figure out the best thing to do about them, nor to the people who are mentioned in 
the letters — that so much really GOOD comment should be wasted. But what can an ed
itor do? TB is on a limited budget (which most editors exceed and have to make up the 
balance out of their own pocket, anyway) and it is up to the editor to try and do the 
best he/she can. I can tell you it hurts a conscientious editor to throw away well- 
written or interesting material — but what else is there to do? This type of writ
ing belongs in a discussionzine, not in a semi-official club publication. And it is 
the kind of material which should be financed by the writer, not by the readers...(I 
hasten to add, before the loud screams of anguish arise, "..in my opinion." Please 
note, dear readers, I am speaking as a private individual, one, only, member of N3F. 
I am not an officer of N3F, neither do I speak for the N3F Administration. This is 
,)ust my opinion, as the result of my TIGHTBBAM experience.) Now — on to the letters:

Dear GeM, P.O.Box 401, Anacortes, Wash.

This is mainly a TB letter, but ..(see E&2 for GZ comments). On to the Tight- 
beam comments:

ANDRIUSKEVICIUS: Interesting name, that; mind ay asking what nationality it is? 
If the last Anglo-Scottish war hadn’t been won by the wrong side and the Gaelic lan
guage and its traditional system of spelling been so vigorously discouraged, I could 
get away with spelling ny own last name iuacGilleSheathain, its original and proper 
form. Heaving a sigh for the glories of the past, I’ll get on to the contents of 
your letter — mostly to lay about me with the ancestral shillelagh (actually the 
ancestral weapon was the ar-tuagh or Lochaber axe, but what am I going to accomplish 
threatening people with an ar-tuagh? Shillelagh they know about). First off, your 
reasons for disagreeing with Dave's comments re Dr. Ladonko are awfully, just awfully 
bad reasons; make Dave's position on the subject seem positively attractive, tho I 
disagree with him myself — goes to prove something, no doubt. Briefly, I think one 
should have a bit more, say, esthetic involvement with the interior decoration of his 
mind than to clutter it up with beliefs in anything and everything that happen to be 
easier to manage than belief in an "invisible, omniscient, superior being", as a more 
or less randomly chosen standard. Besides* look at all the work involved; have to do 
regular exercises like the White Queen, get at least half-a-dozen impossible things 
believed each morning before breakfast to make much of a dent in the supply. And the 
burden of proof in a matter rests not with the skeptic but with the person demanding 
belief in his own peculiar proposition or brain-storm always; only thing is, as I see 
it, a thoughtful person has an obligation to himself to try to arrive at the most ac
curate practical picture of the world in which he lives, its basic structure, probable 
trends, etc., on the principal that all knowledge hangs together in a pattern and a 
person can never tell when a particular part of the pattern may be of practical sig
nificance to himself, his family, his countiy, his race, or some such area of concern. 
The old Arisian 'visualization of the Cosmic AH', you know, which while impossible 
for a finite mind to achieve in full is still worth taking some sort of determined 
stab at more or less for its own sake. This is just a personal attitude, of course, 
hard to make seem palatable to a lot of people, but I think one could work up a pretty 
good argument for its long range utility. Back to the subject, I th ink practical 
application is a pretty good excuse. At the present stage of human knowledge there 
are fantastic, almost inconceivable quantities of data a parson can obtain; when



gathering data to form ones world-picture (which in most areas must be merely an ama
teur and. very part-time activity), one must obviously pick and choose quite fastidi
ously unless one's onto a good system for immortality. Priority must go to the most 
basic data in any area and to those promising the largest practical impact on one's 
world* and a subject which seems unlikely to have any practical significance in the 
foreseeable future is of little interest unless it has a large effect on the basic 
structure of the world-view with corresponding practical implications in other areas 
which would otherwise be overlooked, my argument re Dave’s position is that available 
data on psi have implications for the overall world-view all out of proportion to their 
immediate practical significance, and that when disregarded they leave so large and 
basic a blind area that it's bound to have some detrimental effect on ones ability to 
choose the optimum course of action in all circumstances. You could argue that in our 
present nice, safe, easy, uneventful world you don't have to be right often enuf to 
worry about that sort of thing; maybe so. But then again...

Commenting on my letter, 
you wonder about my use of "pragmatic knowledge" and "inductive logic". The former 
isn't very important since my meaning is clear, but I'll say that the big Webster’s 
has, under 'Pragmatic', "4. practical; matter-of-fact; pragmatical." ('Pragmatical' 
is "Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the practice or the practical side of anything; 
practical, matter-of-fact."); this is plain enuff; the definition having to do with 
philosophy, "6.Philos. Of or pertaining to pragmatism, especially to the philosophic 
pragmatism of Pierce and James; dealing with practical values or consequences" is not 
only the last of the lot but specifically lumps Pierce and James together as being 
valid exponents of the pragmatism to which the word can refer. Usage #4, the one I 
intended, carries with it a certain connotation of V6 for most people, which is why I 
used that word rather than ’practical' — and it looks to me like the position that 
'pragmatism' and hence 'pragmatic' does or should apply properly only to Pierce's no
tions would be a very hard one to defend. James called his ideas 'pragmatism' and so 
does the dictionary; James is a helluva lot more influential than Pierce and has come 
to be identified with 'pragmatism' in ordinary thinking to Pierce's exclusion. Usage 
is usage, and to get across one must use ones readers' and listeners' definitions, not 
purely private ones.

Now, to "inductive logic"; I notice Dave Hulan said "please define ” 
too, so I guess I’d better explain the situation. I admit it's something not many peo
ple are apt to have run into, having, despite its broad importance, been pretty much 
confined to 'the literature'. You should have stopped after asking 'what is itT', 
since your next two sentences are flat out wrong; logic is not solely deductive — just 
"he logic with which most people become acquainted. Logic is (Punk & Wagnail here) 
’’The science of correct and accurate thinking; ... the science or art of reasoning"; 
it should be hard to deny that both deduction and induction ("The process of inferring 
general conclusions from particular cases") are forms of thinking and reasoning; trou
ble has been that until recently only deductive reasoning has proven amenable to thorougi 
enuff analysis, formalization, and symbolization to deserve the name 'science', so in
ductive reasoning, tho subject of much speculation and discussion, has been considered 
uily potentially. If that, a field of logic. Ibis began changing in the twenties or 
before, when the burgeoning of the field of mathematical statistics and its obviously 
vital connection with the question of induction began compelling the attention of math
ematical logicians to the subject, which had hitherto been left to the tender mercies 
of philosophers like your Pierce (cf. Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Pierce, Vol. 
II, Cambridge, Mass., 1932). Although there is still much disagreement amongst pro 
logicians on fairly important points of theory and a hard core of mathematicians with 
a nodding acquaintance with mathematical logic still claiming it’s all nonsense and 
Inductive logic can never be adequately formalized, I think one can justifiably speak 
today of 'straightforward inductive logic'. Systems have been worked out in sufficient 
detail (there are quite a number of different systems of deductive logic, you know, so 
a plurality of approaches Cna't be held to vitiate the work done on induction) and there 
ds sufficient agreement on the basic principles to establish that the field does now in 
fact exist and to make it look most probably indeed that its progress and development 
will parallel that of deductive logic after Boole's initial 'breakthrough' — th© at a 
much faster rate, in keeping with the modern pace of development in all fields of
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nondeductive or non'*
hence inductive

enuff to craak a book or two on th* x x . If you’re interested
Logical foundations of Probability fh-n- p, s b° ®®e wba* it’s all about, Carnap'B 1950) is a fine PlLe «’• « aic^ ChiX'
opening words of his preface lust to b®®? 1 °f« Let me quote the
of inductive logic; "This book nreaent 815611 aay lingering doubts about the reality 
and probability?1 approach *? ths °ld ■* iXSou
oocceptlouB; (1) all inductive ”aw2^XT 4he ^o^g 1»aio
logic. tL X™ SX ?™8 of (2)
logic; (3) the concept ofpLbabilitv is 4114 same as prohabilitv
logical relation between two ate*.. whlc11 Inductive logic is to be based is a 
tion of a hypothesis (or conclusion) on thn?hOPOait^On’' 14 ls 4110 ^sree of confima- (4) the so-oiled f«XXSX oTnXX1; ” °“6 F’“ e’i?SI‘°9 <or Pulaos); 
tions, is an important scientific con/»e«+ < llity, as used in statistical investigar. 
the basic concept of inductive ibs own ri^jt, but is not suitable as
logic are analytic; (6) henw th^vaiiditv^f theorems of inductive
on any synthetic presuppositions like reasonine is not dependent
of the universe." Tou’ll need to debated Principle of the uniformity
IfS? t6 f0110w him in any detail standard deductive mathematical
talft of hie arguments tee ’>ook' but • of thethe Saglieh end skipping th^Xolo^. lnd“4l™ logic can be got by juet reading

genuine Induction, it cannot T?“'” I”44* rljht In sa-lag «,..lf it 1. aInductive l^c yi.lL XXS. or certainty”, of course;
rectness, and stf writers have b^n sP6Cifiabl® probability-of-cor-
for quite a while, ^881^ arouad computers that routinely do that
the back for spotting a likej direetio^ ^ason to pat themselves on
most of them have been any more aware of ty^*0^*** 81ac® 1 doubt considerably that 
than you or Dave. f development of formal inductive logic

you’ve got a good point there, 
are considerably more complex than those for
granted and

a hunting rifle. nuoh^es obLXoL“.-face of t "d------------,or 
pendable information on. Learning enuff a lot harder to get any de-
to dp any .damage with it U b® certain one’s not going
guns. But I think the principle ^han learning the same amount about
country we are willing to par a very h< the transformation; in this▼ate cars — a price of about 40 nnn big pri°e indeed for freedom to drive pri- 
eickeaing about it) killed eL^S imoc®Ilt little children (to get
itively that once you know what you're doin^in n® 5uite a 1)14 of both, I can say pos- 
driviag, ^ost of the dangerliei is far safe/ than
fort need be made fo findent wh^t ia no dan«er that no ef-
them - a. 1. th. cae. aleXZXSLdXl “d

Best, /s/ JAiiES J.
(P.O. Boot 401, Anacortes, Wash.) 

(Back to GldC again: If mw a* ~
Please write directly to to 111118 letter
in case your letter doesn’t get printedl BeLnJ^*11” * c^Aon G0Py of four comments 
take on myself the burden of publish!™ » .if Of 7°n thlak 1 ®m going to
and which I doubt very much even one tenth 1 don’t even understand —
less the neariy-400 member of N3F at which thn^°ther readers Can understand (much ’ 
are mistaken. This type of rtmark8 were directed) -- you
either GEhZli® or TIGHJBW. In fact? /doXt'Ther^6 head °f th® deader of
put together that are even able to follow it ? are more than a dozen Ifeffers 

to follow it. let alone justify the cost of publishing}



DEAR GEM ’

Phil Kohn,
Beth Krinski, Yokneam, Israel.

No, my cut up prose isn't my poetry. I do write poetry, about once every 3 years 
• hlU "e *eI’ 1 llve- 1 «»• “ *B at any T>Ue?
stuff than what YOU choose to call poetry-if there is ax$r,its YOURS.

?it8 7°U bef°re ® of this letter are for TB and I hope
you get them in,the rest treat as you like.Today 12.8., I got both IB 20 and your 
gemzine. Your spell is still on, I really haven't got the time I’m using for this...

that a b® waiting for all who are able and
willing. What rig^t has a housewife to sneer at unemployed coalminers, or construc- 

$Yes»that includes me)have proved their willingness and ability to 
work beyond anything you can imagined

unemployment is technological.90% of the people get rich and comfortable 
from a technology they do not understand or contribute to in any way - why should 5 
af J!*08*11 SUff8fL should not the rest of you cargo-cultists, you praisers 
of god orart or anything except science and technology be taxed out of some of your 
undeserved tecnnological gains to support and re-train the unemployed? Why should life 
b® a reverse lottery, with little for those who do the inventing and develLpi^lots 
pdblS? public 80U1 destruction for an entirely innocent part of that

As to the bums, they are mostly a medical problem - and unfortunately the REAL 
bums that get government employment and invent those new forms and things to be filled 

’ 70U ’TJJT W,ith 8Uoh fe®linS "hat do you DO about those things? Have
you ever been a political candidate? Or worked for one?)
, -4 Incidentally, you have seen nothing yet.Wait till the government really starts 

B?Ving electronics... and business people have to FEED those computers.... 
jad the computers will send you monthly queries as to why your re turns, or any answer 
in them,deviate from the statistically expectable.... ’ any answer
hi« toe ’^rld 1X528 °we •ver3rone » Job-ACCORDING and proportional to
his ability and willingness,but,anyhow,SOME Job.
i’ll iB the t0 work without belonging to an union-

this,PROVIDED there is work for all,and consequently reasonable bargaining OTHERWISE. Incident^, with regret, since ^ve^ 
suffered much from unions-so much I suspect one Adolf Hitler got to be what he was aft-

^>T'U' OfflCla10 in T‘B“a-<T»ia you we a« an exeggerated

dent .e^ ou'^oX’n «W * 1

work DOiSM add Jot.,Tax expert, axe skilled people, and the P^opie meana 1,288 Job8 for ♦b® unskilled...caZ in point: I 
th^moZnt) »ork as electricians helper (instead of loading trucks, as I do at 
the moment) if it wasn’t for a shortage of grade A and B electricians. ..ind I know the 
^^111^0^ th® US’ 80 takinfi 8killed P®°Ple for useless work means less

w».k
AMONG ELECTRICIANS AND LESS OPPORTUNITY FOR £ LEC TR Jc " A NS ^E LP E R S ? ) E W°RK 

the having been deadwood(except for correspondence) most of
vhe time,its the Address.However,I’m slowly turning RELUCTANT deadwood.so I want to

* l.°Vlor ta thl. 1
forties- mostly for the fact.editorials and letters, 

erary nlane^STJ* is to me n $ all spaee opera on a higher literary plane.STr is to me a department of wcienoe,namely,the extrapolation of the



least secure but most exciting )le than good, lifelike
form of entertainment which you like for A* M you aeem to attack him
fiction. I too oppose most of JWCs latelynetting on with the job of grinding 
for being involved with ideas at typical that the author of that formula
out fairy stories "about love and death it YP the great themes and motivations, 
forgets about work -or even knowledge- e either6!^fiction as entertainment,
James Maclean excepted,you seem to Johnsons onetime proposalor just in togetherness,or in/^^^X^ver mind X we have anything to 
to me to take part in a "round the world robi onae to ideas or proposals,
say to each other. I seem to be unable to ge . develop is with GMC, and her
The only serious political discussion I vee ^ther she believes it or is
opinions are so outrageous I aalc myeelf agai rather famous for our

hoaxing me - honest,uow,ISk,TO german peaking J«a »e
easily pulled legs...do I still have any leg left to pulH

‘^u^’. X. to teller, m th. imported. of

aS0^ .tout

~ =0 greeting postcard, 2^*SF
sake. A feud can be a joy, but to open an •«"!<*• fin4 n holdB

“ ”.“~s
it.The price would be .perhaps,2 dollars per address pl ^7 particular
plus 50^ per member above the number of copies. I » not on
price, just so that the club would make a little more from saving mail and paper, on 

those business:Would anyone “
he actum truthjdeplctlng the Catholic church a. an extraterrestrial oonsplrao^t^ 
keep earth doro until the space marines arrive and ™.* 7L intsSees,Steers)
meekness and submission.suppress «x(the sexless are manageable,like tots.soue.ote

^e church (Incidentally,
why did Roncalli die so suspiciously fast?)

(When a man has a stomach cancer for a couple of years ano lies on his 
DEATHBED FOR ALMOST A WEEK IN HIS TERMINAL AGONY, IT DOESN T LuOK SUS- 
PICIOUSLY FAST” TO ME. I«D SAY, INSTEAD, IT LOOKED HEART□REAK1NGLY SLOW.)

is that the Church may succeed in de
bauching the Communist Party(NO sirs.I dont like that party any better than you.do. 
but there’s someone I like worse)(Quoting this para without the above parenthesis is 
crimi^^libel.)  ̂ that8 not point.The point is that last time a
similar step into the unknown was taken,was with X and Bequerell rays (Radio activ ty) 
ALL the early investigators died of cancer.All the world is under the threat of .bo o, 
as an effect of their efforts.With psi,their is an ancient tradition of danger 
you so called believers in psi really so sure there’s nothing to your parlor games tea t. 
you propose to ignore all thatTYou seem to think that the world must.somehow,some 
hold a perfect,FOOLPROOF wish fullfillment mechanism for the irresponsible,and teats 
why you drive cars carelessly,elect something for nothing governments,read fantasy and 
dabble in SSP. The basis of science is the ability to accept uncertainty.The PW®8® 
of religion is to provide"certainity"to those who CANNOT accept uncertain!ty.Tha.ts why 
religion(Including atheism and Marxism)cannot fit with science.



Andrious.. .cy: True, deductive logic la inconclusive, since It works from analogy. 
Unfortunately,Deductive logic is EMPTY since,without the use of analogy.no premises 
can ever be constructed.

As to the bylaws: Gentlemen of the directorate,your resolutions and bylaws are 
binding on NO ONE unless published in TNFF.Running the club does not mean making by
laws,or laying down binding miles,but doing SPECIFIC things.You can lay down rules for 
yourself,in practice,but no such rule has legal force when challenged UNLESS IT WAS 
PUBLISHED! For your information,even the government does not allow itself (Military 
business excepted) to make laws,or bylaws,or legally binding rules(as distinct from 
ORDERS) without publishing them SOMEPLACE,So your search is unnecessary.More:If you 
had just published those rules,they would now be in force.But since you are publish
ing them as being in force al ready, when they are not, their present legality is there
by put into question again. Is there no lawyer or law student in the whole bunch that 
a laborer has to tell you this? (I distinctly understood you to have been searching 
not only TNFF.but various in terdirec torate correepondence-if you’ve been restricting 
yourself to TNFF.my sincere apologies)

Bravo Judy,even if she's cut me off her list! That counterpetition was decidedly 
murky I!

Dave Patrick:The public be dammned.The Image be double damned.Why should we con
sider the public - that is the ignorants with sufficient gall to put their noses of 
disapproval into our business? As to the Image,you NEVER will convince the noncrea
tive that creation is legal and respectable .By trying to make us try you can do no 
more than spread conformism and castrate fandom for the convenience of ^lies"Mom”. 
You and others seem,in fact,to be suggesting that we should NOT be discussing any
thing more controversial than rocket ships.

Hypnotism:Have just read”The Manchurian Candidate”. The trouble is, the Author 
overlooks the real uses of hypnotism for conquest. Its hard to make a man into a robot- 
if its possible at all.But its easy to hypnotize him into the belief that people with 
certain signal manerisms can be absolutely trusted and ought to be assisted and pro
moted, .and that others,with some barely noticeable smell (which you can drop onto their 
pants,say,)are commies,or homo,or what not.

You can hypnotize a man to the effect that a revolver is a water pistol,and com
pletely harmless,-or to the effect that a rise in interest rates has nothing to do 
with unemployment.You can best hypnotize people if you are a society dentist...or Os
teopath!! You can also hypnotize a man that another man is his wife,and that he's at 
home......... I believe that such tactics are being used by all powers now,and that this 
is the modern form of war.

And yet - maybe not all that modern.Sheik Abdullahs Hashashin...or take Brain
washing, that "horrible communist invention”.Take it and tell me please just one thing: 
What is it they do to grown men,that oldfashioned religious type schools dont do to 
little kids every day of the week,for years and years...

(Drug them, for one thing) 
and you want me to respect,if not share their beliefs!

Ceterum censeo,cant ya bums list the next but one TB editor I!
So 4 men per woman is good enough for you.you reverse moslim,Gem !!

/s/ P. Kohn 
PHIL KOHN, BETH KRINSKI, YOKNEaM, ISRAEL

(End of Phil Kohn's letter)
Well, there you have it — and a dam sight different from the way it appears in 

TIGHTBEAivi (for which I am sorry as far as James & Phil are concerned) and those of you 
who feel like replying to Phil can take it from here. Remember, any long LOCs had 
better have a carbon copy to the people in question, because I don't intend to get 
caught in the middle of the fireworks as publisher! Remember, too, that Phil thrives 
on explosives in his mail, but a greeting card affects him like biting a wormy apple!

Incidentally, I've asked both James MacLean and Phil Kohn to JoinN'APA. If any 
body is willing to cooperate by pubbing their stuff for them, please write and offer. 
(Write to them, that is, see if., we can't get these fine potential apans into N'APa. 
I can't do it myself, because I just took on the job for another good member with no 
mimeo — Seth Johnson. Especially you neo—pubbers. Here's your chance for materi al. )

analogy.no


And then, of course — although there is nothing we can do about them for obvious 
reasons — there are the inevitable letters from new members who, having just joined 
both of them at the same time, do not yet realize that N'APA is to NEFF as 40 is to 
400 (N'APA:N3F::40:400 to express it mathematically., not that either group has reach
ed the 40:400 figure, but we can hope, can’t wo?) and address to the other 9/10th of 
non-apan Nuffors, letters which would interest only the l/10th of the membership 
which happen to belong to the smaller group. Like so:

(Glenn Primm, Jr.) oOo August 15, 1963

I just joined this club, so I guess you’d call mo a neo. I consider myself a 
neo, so why not call mo one? What a stupid argument.

I paid out my good cash, expecting to join a nice friendly group, and what do I 
find? Whisper-campaigns, knivos-in-the-backs, st al. This is all fun reading, sure, 
but who the hell cares, really?

I’d like to say a few words about my zine, which will be in the next mailing of 
N’APA. This wasn’t really a rush job, even if it looks like it. For eno thing, my 
typist makes almost as many Mastakes as I do, so there’s one point against the zine. 
Second, most of my sine is going to be taken up with fiction, written by myself and 
other fen interested in writing. The only reason I put those mailing comments in the 
zint is because I wanted to seo what kind of reaction I am going to got (I’ll toll 
that snot-nosed brat a thing or two”). Some of the mc's aro complimentary, some are 
derogatory. I tend to write with a third-person type approach, and that is probably 
why the mc’s will road like a Now Yorker shoot-down. If you are the type of person 
that takes offense at anything, especially from noofen fresh from the bookstore, don't 
read them. On the other hand, if you like to bo jeered at, go ahead.

My zine you might Call a slip-shot, not because I try to put out a crudzine, but 
because I am now to fandom. I guess I'm really trying to make a big splash with a 
piece of cork, my zinc is so full of holes. When you write to me, don't toll me you 
thought that I crooked the story, or that I should give up writing, like a couple of 
gonfen did; send mu some decent comment on my zine, something that I can read and say,
"Yes, hero is where I goofed, The next ish will bo a little bit better because I
won't throw in such-and-such...” You see?

I road in some zine somewhere that N'APA is an apa for the noofen; that members
should encourage and try to help them. Here's your big chansu. My zinc, by the way,
is Spiral, and it circulates to general fandom also.

Here's hoping, 
/e/ Glonn Primm, jr, 
28 Burnside St., Nashua, New Hampshire 

oOo
Today, August 29, TB is all run except for the page with the name of the next 

editor. And that page I'm holding open until the last minute in hopes there will be 
a next editor. So far, poor Don I¥anson hasn't been able to cornu up with one! Whit's 
the matter with you pubburs, anyway! Do you expect the Proxy to come crawling on his 
knees before you’ll do your share of the N3F pubbing-load? (I can smirk virtuously 
at the rust of you loafers, having just finished my first such chore for N3F1J!)

But I guess this just about winds up GEMZINE 4/37, and now I'll hasten to the 
Postofficc and get it in the mail, so it'll be waiting for Prod when he gets back 
from DISCON.... Sigh. The first few eager-beaver fans probably are starting to 
straggle into the Con hotel about now, back in Washington DC. Sure would have been 
nice to have been one of them. Well, kids, have a happy time for me and don't forgot 
to look in at the N3F Room for a cuppa cawfoe on the house.

So long till the Mig.

RECEIVED SEP 2 8 1963


